
In The Director’s Chair 
The Director’s job is to write The Pitch that starts the movie, to resolve Production Details as the story 
progresses, to direct all people and things in the film that aren’t The Stars, to make sure all The Stars get 
equal screen time and Creative Input into the end production, to help give The Stars a chance to show 
off their Signature Moves, and to make sure a great story is told within 90 Minutes so the audience 
doesn’t get bored. The Director’s word is final: The Stars (and their lawyers) should respect this. 

 

The Pitch 
The Pitch is the starting premise of the film, the intro sequence that gets the action going and gives The 
Stars something to chew on. It’s always good to keep Stars focused on and rolling with the action, rather 
than how much sense it does or doesn’t make, as if they don’t believe it the audience won’t. Remember 
if a Star’s Creative Input isn’t working out well you can always call “Cut” to reset the scene. 
 

Example Pitches: 
Daze of Futures: The World Justice Conference is attacked by cyborg commandos, The Stars head to 
South America to find the base only to discover their old general is leading a campaign to control all the 
TV channels. But to what end... 
American Overkill: At a US Navy base in Liechtenstein, Marines are coming back dead from R&R. The CIA 
wants The Stars to check out the local kibbutz to see what the Russians are plotting on the border… 
  

As The Stars will have Creative Input into the movie it shouldn’t be overly complicated or written 
beyond “The Search” Beat as it will need to incorporate as much of their ideas in the movie develops.  

 

The Beat Sheet 
A good Director will have a solid Beat Sheet to  ensure the movie tells a story in the 90 minutes. This will 
cover the broad narrative and thematic flow the movie will go through, rather a list of things that will be 
in the scene. Many exist, and you can write your own, but the following is a classic Beat Sheet with some 
examples of what could happen at each beat (depending on the Creative Input): 

 The Gathering: a funeral… a government mission… a political rally… a grand opening… 

 The Challenge: Ninjas! Hijackers! Terrorists! Kidnappers! Drug Dealers! Aliens! 

 The Search: “check out the bars”, “go to the lab”, “ask The Agency”, “search the waterfront” 

 The Reveal: They’re going to blow up the President! It’s in the water supply! The kids are eating  
anthrax instead of oatmeal! 

 The First Success: blow up a base, kill some mooks, shut down the lab, find the girl.  

 The Twist: A traitor! The volcano god is angry! It was the first wave! The Major is involved! 

 The Setback: they have super ninjas! Oh no, discovered! someone needs to press the switch! 
The Final Battle: Violence, lots of violence, also explosions, rescues and saving of the day 

 The Ending: The Stars have won, everything is good, say cool things and be ready for  
the sequel.  

 

The Stars are not the only people in the movie, so The Director handles all of the allies, enemies, bit 
parts, walk-on’s and background characters. Profession is as for The Stars only, generally one-line extras 
have one dice, multiple line characters have three dice and main protagonists have five dice.  
 

Directors will also need to describe Damage taken by The Stars, in accordance with the needs of The 
movie and the Creative Input of The Stars. They are also duty bound to return one spent dice to a Star 
for each really quotable one-liner or incredible moment of action or drama they come up with. 
 

A good director will use cliché effectively, steal plots and scenes that worked elsewhere, work with and 
encourage Star’s Creative Input, ignore real-world logic or facts when they get in the way, and focus on 
fun, excitement, and adventure. They are willing to go big with sets, props, stunts extras, SFX and giving 
the audience what they want to see. And they will always, always, do it within 90 minutes. 
 

90 Minutes Of Mayhem is written by Andrew Watton-Davies and based on an idea by Andrew Watton-Davies, Alex Kyek, David 
Winterbottom, James Dunn, and Anthony Ross. Play testing by Paul and Vicky Humphreys, Alan Duckett, Simon Duddy and Elliot Prior. 
Production and Publishing help from Laura Watton-Davies. Copyright 2015 Andrew Watton-Davies. Free to copy and share for free. 

For more information go to raggedyman.net/90mom 

  

90 MINUTES OF MAYHEM!! 
Everyone knows that 80’s action movies are the best action movies ever! Adventure, explosions, cars, power-
ballads, excitement, justice, ninjas, bad science, guns, flags, and outrageous fun: all finished within an hour and 
a half. Well now you can make one with just a couple of friends and some six-sided dice! 
 

A Star Is Born! 

 Pick The Stars Name. Make it good, it’ll be in trailers and no one remembers the characters name!!   

 Pick your “Ex” Profession: for example special forces, safe cracker, government assassin, astronaut, 
crime boss, President of the USA, professor, illegal experiment, ninja 

 Pick your Style: for example moody, surly, gruff, regretful, divorced, pacifist 

 Pick your current Profession: policeman, school teacher, stay at home dad, billionaire, journalist, store 
clerk, President of the USA, philosophy student, art school supply specialist, nun 

 Chose three Signature Moves: for example eat after killing someone, run very fast to save someone, 
dive out of a window whilst shooting, drive without looking, make a toast to the bad guy. These 
should be simple to perform and not require a test to do. 
 

Example characters: 
Dirk Maddenberg, ex-Special Forces sniper, now melancholy politician, signature moves are ‘ask for cigarette in 
a gun-fight’, ‘use a knife as a household implement’ and ‘quotes something that sounds like Shakespeare’.  
Cher Lighthoff, ex safe cracker, now widowed government agent: signature moves are ‘call a man a “puny 
wimp”’, ‘complains about wearing an evening gown’, and ‘use a gun as a club’. 
 

Production Details 
All Stars have a Starting Dice Pool of five D6 that they use perform Actions. If a Star wishes to perform an action  
they describe what they want to do and what it will achieve, The Director determines if it will be “Dull”, 
“Impressive”, or “Spectacular” to do and if it will happen automatically or need a test. If Star’s Professions 
cover the action they automatically succeed any Dull actions but make a Free Test for Impressive actions or a 
Paid Test for Spectacular actions. A Star cannot attempt a Spectacular action not covered by their Professions.  
 

 Dull Impressive Spectacular 

Covered by Profession Automatic Free Test Paid Test 

Not Covered by Profession Free Test Paid Test Not Possible 
 

If The Director thinks a  Free Test or Paid Test is needed, the Star decides how many of the dice in their current 
pool they want to use for the test and then rolls them. If their highest roll is a 1 or 2 the test has Failed and their 
action doesn’t happen, if it’s a 3 or 4 it is a Success and the action happens as intended, if it’s a 5 or a 6 it is a Big 
Success and The Director describes a further advantageous result of that action.  If it was a Free Test then all 
the dice rolled are kept in the Star’s pool, if it was Paid Test then they are given to The Director. 
 

If The Director determines the result of two characters actions will be mutually exclusive, then the test is 
Contested. The Director determines free or paid tests for each Star and when the dice are rolled whoever has 
the most of the highest result (most 6’s or only person with a 6, then the most 5’s or only person with a 5 etc) 
has their action happen, as a Success or Big Success as normal. The only exception is that if just one character 
has an Automatic success then their action always happens. 
 

A Star can recover one spent dice per Signature Move per game by performing that Signature Move and then 
asking The Director for a dice back.  
 

As Stars have a great agent and a great contract they have Creative Input into anything that’s happening in The 
Script through their dialogue; bringing in items, events, locations, characters, and more. For example “Good 
thing I brought my bag of guns”, “They haven’t closed the Dweezil gate, the dam will explode!”, “Is that Skull 
Island in the distance?” “My God, it’s my old buddy from the force”. The Stars know what their audience wants 
so should always be ready to lead The Script in The Right Direction, leaving the Production Details for other 
characters for The  Director to worry about.  The Director also handles Stars damage, with some Creative Input. 
 


